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A Standard Land Record for Farmers
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The use of a crop advisor has been on the increase,
and many farms now use advisors. The amount of
data available to evaluate crop production and soil
health continues to grow as well.
Farmers who have committed to a good record keeping and planning process for several years will tell
you that it pays for itself many times over, mostly in
decreased fertilizer costs and improved yield. Those
that have really embraced the process can speak
about specific instances of positive change. Examples include improved overall yields from more managed rotations, unique seed choices that improve
profitability and increased attention to harvest and
storage factors.
Right now records systems come in all shapes and
sizes, use a variety of metrics, and require several different software programs. How do we discover which
land data is most useful?
At Dairy One, we would like to create a “land use
page”. This page would show soil type, crop, yield,
soil test results, and a list of all the inputs applied on
a field plot for a particular year. The goal would be
to gather as many experts together as we can and coalesce all the useful field data onto one easy to read
page.

Photo: ACS Agronomist Patty Ristow and ACS Environmental Planner Ryan Travers review field maps with Scott Bourcy, of Wood Farm
in Clayton, NY. Field and crop records are the foundation for all the decisions farms and their advisors make.

By creating a familiar looking paper, much like a “cow
card”, we can create a recognizable way for farmers
to improve their crops and their land. Farmers could
use this page to compare themselves with others, creating an upward spiral of land productivity. Someday we could see land production records in Country
Folks the same way we see milk production records.
Much the way a DHIA tester collects milk for analysis, a technician could collect soil and crop samples
and get them to the lab and perform standardized
tests like bunk density analysis, soil compaction analysis, etc. Consistently collected records would create
a reliable data set that would be useful year over year.

Figure 1. Organized soil test results are an important part of any field and crop records system. This chart shows one preference for
how to use soil tests with a Morgan (P2) extraction.

A farmer friend of mine related a story in which one of
his equiptment operators was stopped in the field and
told that he was spreading too much manure. The
driver was able to pull out a notebook containing field
records and show that he was following a professionally designed program that improved the farm’s soil,
water and crops. This conversation was quite useful
for both the farm and the concerned neighbor.
A common record might be the best way to get us all
on the same “land use page”. Best practices would be
more quickly identified and adapted.

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter for more stories,
information, events, and updates @ACSCrops and
@Dairy_One

Figure 2. Being able to refer to manure, crop protection (CP), fertility (Fert), and planting history (Plant) is essential for good cropping.

